Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 26 November 2019

WEATHER: Fine       TRACK: Good       KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.10pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Dobson
Veterinary Assistant: Ms T Oxenham
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 INCREDIBLE EVIE (25/11), Race 3 CROWN MONELLI (26/11), Race 4 MINE NOT YOURS (26/11), Race 12 RAPPA FLASH (26/11)
Ineligible: Race 1 SHOTGUN SALLY (25/11)
Raced Elsewhere: Race 2 INCREDIBLE LUNAR (26/11), Race 5 ABSOLUTELY LOMAR (26/11), Race 5 I'M EXCITABLE (26/11)
Stewards Permission: Race 4 CHAROS TIME (21/11)

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 GO DANNO GO, Race 5 CHEVY'S ENTRY

STEWARDS ADVICE:
Stewards sounded the warning siren and made an announcement to "Hold All Tickets" for Race 2 after it appeared BUCK MONELLI (3) stumbled leaving the 405m starting boxes and the rubber floor matting had been detached leaving it on the rear shutter. After viewing the race and head on replay, together with the live observations of the Steward at the start, the Stewards determined that BUCK MONELLI (3) was significantly affected which prevented the true running of the event. Subsequently race 2 was declared a "NO RACE." Acting under GAR57(3) all prize money is to be distributed evenly between all starters. Tonight's weights were deleted from all greyhounds in Race 2. Once the ground staff secured and checked the floor matting inside the number 3 box at the 405m start, Race 3 commenced at 6.59pm, Race 4 at 7.15pm and the remainder of the programme ran as advertised.

On the 20th November 2019, Trainer Mr K Jovanovic advised Stewards that BROCK TONIC had pulled up with a torn right back muscle, following the running of race 8 at Greyhounds WA Mandurah on the 19th November.

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:05 PM
GO DANNO GO began quickly. MISS BLUE began slowly. GO DANNO GO, PALADIN LI & HELEN'S CALLING collided soon after the start. GO DANNO GO, PALADIN LI & HELEN'S CALLING collided on the first turn, HELEN'S CALLING lost ground. SLICK AZZ EL & HELEN'S CALLING collided approaching the home turn. MISS BLUE checked off the heels of SLICK AZZ EL and collided with HELEN'S CALLING approaching the home turn. HELEN'S CALLING galloped on the heels of WEST ON REGGIE on the home turn. HELEN'S CALLING checked off the heels of WEST ON REGGIE in the home straight, HELEN'S CALLING lost ground.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed PALADIN LI has a Left - Foreleg - Carpel Sprain (Wrist) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:22 PM
No Race.

Race 3 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:42 PM
LAWRENCIUM, ENDLESS SWING, CHAROS DIAMOND & PREASSEMBLED began quickly. THERMAL REACTOR began slowly. PREASSEMBLED & INCREDIBLE LUNAR collided soon after the start. LAWRENCIUM & ENDLESS SWING collided soon after the start. PREASSEMBLED & SUNSHINE BELLA collided on the first turn, SUNSHINE BELLA lost ground and inconvenienced INCREDIBLE LUNAR. THERMAL REACTOR checked off the heels of PREASSEMBLED on the first turn, THERMAL REACTOR stumbled and lost ground. GOLDIE'S CROWN checked off the heels of LAWRENCIUM on the home turn. INCREDIBLE LUNAR checked off the heels of PREASSEMBLED on the home turn. THERMAL REACTOR checked off the heels of INCREDIBLE LUNAR on the home turn. SUNSHINE BELLA raced wide in the home turn. THERMAL REACTOR & SUNSHINE BELLA raced wide in the home straight.
Race 4 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 7:05 PM
DROP THE DRAMA & MIGHTY EBBY began quickly. LAPTOP GENIUS & HUDLIN began slowly. BLITZ LOMAR & MIGHTY EBBY collided on the first turn. MIGHTY EBBY & LAPTOP GENIUS collided on the second turn. MIGHTY EBBY checked off the heels of LAPTOP GENIUS on the home turn.

Race 5 - Peel Plate (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 7:29 PM
CHEVY'S ENTRY began quickly. SPRITE MONELLI & UNO CARLA began slowly. DURAMAX & QUARA'S XAVIER collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M RONGO & CHEVY'S ENTRY collided soon after the start. PERFECT ZUMA & HELLO I'M RONGO collided soon after the start. PERFECT ZUMA lost ground. SPRITE MONELLI & UNO CARLA collided soon after the start. DURAMAX & QUARA'S XAVIER collided approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M RONGO & DURAMAX collided on the first turn, HELLO I'M RONGO lost ground. QUARA'S XAVIER checked off the heels of SPRITE MONELLI and collided with UNO CARLA approaching the home turn. PERFECT ZUMA & CONSTANT RAMA raced wide on the home turn. UNO CARLA & HELLO I'M RONGO collided in the home straight. PERFECT ZUMA raced wide in the home straight.

Race 6 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:51 PM
HAZLEHURST began quickly. RESURGENCE MAC began slowly. RIPPIN' CROW & SHOWING collided soon after the start. DANDALUP TITAN & RIPPIN' CROW collided on the first turn. HAZLEHURST & GIRLS WITH CURLS collided on the first turn. GIRLS WITH CURLS & LITTLE KICKS collided on the first turn. HAZLEHURST & LITTLE KICKS collided on the second turn. DANDALUP TITAN & RESURGENCE MAC collided on the second turn. SHOWING checked off the heels of DANDALUP TITAN collided approaching the home turn. SHOWING checked off the heels of RESURGENCE MAC on the home turn.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:07 PM
BOLO began quickly. BOLO & STARLIGHT APRIL collided soon after the start. ABSOLUTELY LOMAR, OUTLAW GENIUS, APPLIED & SHE'S ALL TALK collided soon after the start, OUTLAW GENIUS & APPLIED lost ground. BOLO & STARLIGHT APRIL collided approaching the first turn. BOLO, STARLIGHT APRIL & I'M EXCITABLE collided approaching the first turn. BOLO, STARLIGHT APRIL & SHE'S ALL TALK collided on the first turn, all lost ground and APPLIED was inconvenienced. STARLIGHT APRIL & SHE'S ALL TALK collided on the first turn. SHE'S ALL TALK checked off the heels of STARLIGHT APRIL on the first turn. SHE'S ALL TALK checked off the heels of APPLIED in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed APPLIED has a Left - Hindleg - Toe Dislocation and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 8 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 8:22 PM
FARTHING MONELLI began quickly. MAX QUIDS & HE'S MY MAC began slowly. HE'S MY MAC & INFINITY SPEED collided soon after the start. MAX QUIDS & SUNSET FIASCO collided approaching the first turn. INFINITY SPEED & SAUSILITO collided approaching the first turn. MAX QUIDS & SUNSET FIASCO collided on the first turn, MAX QUIDS lost ground. SAUSILITO checked off the heels of HE'S MY MAC on the home turn. INFINITY SPEED checked off the heels of SAUSILITO on the home turn. HE'S MY MAC & FREDDY BE COOL collided on the home turn. MR. CHANGRETTA checked off the heels of FARTHING MONELLI in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 8:41 PM
ROOM TO BOOM began quickly. SCOTT KEEPING began slowly. PINKIE PIE & LAPTOP GURU collided soon after the start. GARNA BOLT checked off the heels of AMELIA KEEPING on the first turn, GARNA BOLT lost ground.

Race 10 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:06 PM
WISE UP & NANGAR JILL collided soon after the start. CROCODILE SENOR & PEYTON PLACE collided soon after the start. CROCODILE SENOR & PEYTON PLACE collided approaching the first turn, PEYTON PLACE lost ground. OIL SPILL & WISE UP collided approaching the first turn, both lost ground. CROCODILE SENOR, NANGAR JILL & WHITE MINION collided approaching the first turn. CROCODILE SENOR & NANGAR JILL collided on the first turn. WISE UP & COSMIC COLADA collided on the first turn. OIL SPILL checked off the heels of PEYTON PLACE and collided with COSMIC COLADA on the first turn. CROCODILE SENOR & WHITE MINION collided approaching the home turn. PEYTON PLACE checked off the heels of OIL SPILL approaching the home turn.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed COSMIC COLADA has a Left - Foreleg - Long Head Triceps M. Inj. (Monkey) and has been stood down for 7 days.

**Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 9:22 PM**
TWIX MONELLI & MISS SCHMICK began quickly. CHAROS GOLD began slowly. TWIX MONELLI & MISS SCHMICK collided soon after the start. ALL ABOUT MAX & ROCKABYE WILLOW collided soon after the start. MISS SCHMICK & ALL ABOUT MAX collided soon after the start. CHAROS GOLD & MISS SCHMICK collided soon after the start. ALL ABOUT MAX & ROCKABYE WILLOW collided on the first turn several times. CHAROS GOLD checked off the heels of ALL ABOUT MAX and collided with BLACK CAT BAR on the first turn. CHAROS GOLD & BLACK CAT BAR collided several times on the first turn. FEAR THE MAX & TWIX MONELLI collided several times approaching the home turn. ALL ABOUT MAX checked off the heels of FEAR THE MAX and collided with ROCKABYE WILLOW several times on the home turn. FEAR THE MAX, CHAROS GOLD & TWIX MONELLI collided heavily in the home straight, all lost ground.

CHAROS GOLD was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

**Race 12 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:37 PM**
TATTOOED WARRIOR began quickly. ROMARIO began slowly. ROMARIO checked off the heels of GEHRING BAILE on the first turn. COMPLETELY LOMAR & TATTOOED WARRIOR collided on the second turn. COMPLETELY LOMAR galloped on the heels of TATTOOED WARRIOR on the second turn. ROMARIO & ROXY’S DOUBLE collided on the second turn. COMPLETELY LOMAR & ROXY’S DOUBLE collided on the home turn. COMPLETELY LOMAR checked off the heels of TATTOOED WARRIOR in the home straight. COMPLETELY LOMAR & ROXY’S DOUBLE collided in the home straight.

**FINAL.**